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but realistically, if you have a new machine, i'd be expecting a new install of dimension pro, which
will come with the new sounds as well. but there is no real reason to keep an old instance of

dimension running in the registry and with the sfz files on your old machine. if you had that many
sounds in sfz, you might have a reasonable basis for a software upgrade, and if you don't have that

many sounds, then i suggest you buy a new instance of dp, or buy a library that's right for your
needs. once downloaded, double-click the.exe file. you will see a brief screen with a count of how

many updates are needed (i had 2). click on the yes button. this installs the basic packages
necessary for dimension pro, a multisamples library (which is required when configuring the.msi

installation), and two dialog boxes: the welcome and export to file dialog boxes. click ok to close the
latter. if you have already installed a multisamples library, delete that in order to have a blank slate.

if you need to install a new multisamples library, download the.msi installation from the cakewalk
homepage and follow the directions. you must first open the welcome dialog box and set the name
of your.msi installation. click on the select button and the.msi file should be displayed. when you've
selected the correct.msi, click on next. the next screen, advanced configuration (pdf) will show basic
settings like choosing to use the hardware or software sampler, whether to use the included sound

shell, and the default sforzando player. additionally, you can select the number of samples (11540 as
of writing) in your library and/or create new ones.
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The Dimension (as well as the Mix which is bundled with it) ships with all the songs that the demo
disc contains in the Dimension Sampler format. If you have the CD/DVD-Rom, you can load the demo
song into the Dimension Sampler. However, if you were planning to use Dimension in place of your
Kontakt instrument (if you ever had such a plan), you'll have to purchase the song first. In the demo

version, Dimension has only 2 banks, which consists of 281 sounds. The sounds can be organized
into a small number of categories (Percussion, Woodwinds, Strings, Harmony, Bass, Bass Bends,

Bass Legato, Pianos, Voice, Vocal and Kontakt Samples). Even though there are only 281 sounds, you
can easily create songs that have between 16-20 loops and they all sound good. Because I like to

save songs for offline performance, I play all my songs in samples, not MIDI. You can play samples or
MIDI files in any order and use the time-stretch function to make long pieces easier to play. This is

one of the features that makes this program far superior to other samplers I've tried. With each
project, you can have up to 4 banks, which consists of 497 sounds. When you load a song that has 4
banks, Dimension assigns each bank to a Channel. In the demo, there is only one channel, and in the

feature list, the only available Channel is named "Channel 1". And, though you can also assign the
samples to sub-banks, I haven't found a need to do that. While Dimension looks great in the demo, I

have a few reservations about how it works. First, its interface is very basic, which means that
beginners are unlikely to know the best way to select samples. Second, the language in which the

instructions are written is a little difficult to understand. Third, the Dimension sampler is sometimes
sluggish. 5ec8ef588b
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